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SUMMARY

1. Many recent studies have quantified the relative importance of environmental variables and

dispersal limitations in shaping the structure of stream communities. However, the relative

importance of these factors at different spatial extents has been seldom evaluated.

2. We analysed the distribution of caddisfly species in 89 Amazonian streams in relation to stream

characteristics and spatial variables representing overland dispersal routes. The streams occur in

three regions that differ in spatial extent and environmental characteristics. We analysed the data

using partial redundancy analysis with two predictor data sets, one environmental and one

spatial, to evaluate the variation in assemblage composition. We also separated caddisflies into

‘good’ and ‘poor’ dispersers to evaluate possible differences in the responses of these two groups.

3. The environmental component explained a higher proportion of variance in assemblage

composition than did the spatial component. Spatial effects were evident only when data from all

three regions were analysed together, although the exclusive spatial fraction was quite low. Good

dispersers responded similarly to the community as a whole, while poor dispersers were related to

environmental variables only in one region and also were not related to spatial variables.

4. Caddisflies were most affected by environmental factors. The large environmental effect and

small spatial effect are in accord with the use of these stream insects as good indicators of site

properties and disturbances in monitoring programmes.
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Introduction

Environmental heterogeneity is assumed to be of para-

mount importance in regulating the community structure

of stream macroinvertebrates. For instance, variability in

substratum, water current, stream depth biotic interac-

tions and frequency of spates are important factors

influencing stream biota over a range of spatial scales

(Clausen & Biggs, 1997; Bond & Downes, 2000; Olsen,

Townsend & Matthaei, 2001). In addition, owing to the

generally higher connectivity and dispersal potential

within drainages, stream communities there may be more

similar than those in streams in different drainages. High

similarity among communities inhabiting neighbouring

streams may result from both environmental similarity

and the limited ability of species to disperse to distant

streams in a metacommunity context.

The environmental control model (sensu Borcard,

Legendre & Drapeau, 1992), currently known as the

species sorting paradigm (Leibold et al., 2004), emphasises

the importance of the set of local factors in shaping

community structure. On the other hand, the effect of

dispersal limitation is encapsulated by the neutral para-

digm, which assumes that all species in a metacommunity
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are ecologically equivalent and that differences between

local communities are generated by random processes of

mortality and colonisation (Hubbell, 2001). However,

Thompson & Townsend (2006) challenged this simplistic

dichotomy and emphasised that, depending on dispersal

ability and trophic level, the structure of local communi-

ties can be explained by both dispersal processes and local

environmental conditions. Note also that first attempts in

the development of metacommunity theory envisaged the

possibility of other paradigms (i.e. patch dynamic and

mass effects; Leibold et al., 2004; Cottenie, 2005; Logue

et al., 2011).

Variation partitioning methods are frequently used to

infer the relative importance of environmental factors

and spatial variables in explaining the structure of

biological assemblages (e.g. Peres-Neto et al., 2006;

Peres-Neto & Legendre, 2010 and references therein).

Partitioning of variation in assemblage data uses the

species-data table as the response variable and environ-

mental and spatial variables as predictors. Space is

usually represented by a symmetric geographical dis-

tance matrix D containing n(n ) 1) ⁄2 elements (where n is

the number of sites). This matrix can be analysed directly

using partial Mantel tests (distance approach; Tuomisto

& Ruokolainen, 2006), but it is also possible to convert

this matrix into orthogonal variables of length n, allowing

analysis of species-assemblage data in its original form

(the raw-data approach; Legendre, Borcard & Peres Neto,

2005). The raw-data approach is usually based on

eigenfunction analysis (Peres-Neto & Legendre, 2010;

Landeiro & Magnusson, 2011), which is considered the

most flexible way to recover spatial patterns in data (but

see Landeiro et al., 2011). Eigenfunction analysis pro-

duces eigenvectors associated with large, intermediate

and small eigenvalues that represent, respectively, land-

scape-wide trends (e.g. global), medium scales (e.g.

regional) and fine scales or patchiness (e.g. local). This

flexibility comes at a cost for interpretation, but these

methods are well suited to generate proxy spatial

variables to represent dispersal and ⁄or unmeasured

environmental variables, which may be structured at

different spatial scales (Blanchet, Legendre & Borcard,

2008b; Landeiro et al., 2011).

Caddisfly (Trichoptera) larvae have been frequently

used in monitoring programmes as bioindicators of

organic pollution (e.g. Couceiro et al., 2007). Also, they

play important roles in food webs (Vannote et al., 1980)

and ecological processes such as leaf breakdown (Lande-

iro, Hamada & Melo, 2008; Landeiro et al., 2010). Caddis-

flies are commonly used as bioindicators because of their

close relationship to environmental conditions (Rosenberg

& Resh, 1993) and because they are good dispersers at

local scales (Collier & Smith, 1998; Bilton, Freeland &

Okamura, 2001), which might minimise distance effects

and spatial patterns. The dispersal of caddisflies may also

be affected by other traits, such as differences in the

means of dispersal of larval (downstream drift) and adult

stages (upstream and lateral flight). The importance of

lateral flight of adults may differ in magnitude according

to the density of the vegetation matrix that they need to

cross, and the upstream corridor is considered the main

pathway for adult dispersal (Petersen et al., 2004; but see

Landeiro et al., 2011). However, there is a wide variation

in dispersal distance among species, making any effort at

generalisation precarious (e.g. Wilcock et al., 2007). In

addition, the effects of distance depend on the spatial

extent of the study, which in turn determines the length of

many environmental gradients (Gilbert & Lechowicz,

2004). Environmental impacts may be limited to local

scales or may affect large regions. Therefore, the relative

effects of distance and environment on community sim-

ilarity should be evaluated over multiple spatial scales

(Brown et al., 2011).

We investigated the effects of spatial extent on the

structure of assemblages of caddisfly larvae in 89

Amazonian streams in three regions near Manaus

(Brazil). These regions vary in spatial extent and in

the spatial arrangement of sampling sites. We hypoth-

esised that the importance of environmental and spatial

variables would be higher in the analyses including all

data than in analyses of the data for each region

separately. We expected that environmental heterogene-

ity would increase with spatial extent and that assem-

blage composition would be better predicted by spatial

variables in regions of large spatial extent. Conversely,

data sampled at broader scales should reveal higher

environmental heterogeneity and stronger spatial effects

(the latter owing to increased effects of dispersal

limitation). We also reran all analyses after dividing

the response matrix into matrices containing the species

present in the three regions (common species) and the

species present exclusively in a given area (exclusive

species). By doing so, we attempted to test two

complementary predictions. First, the distribution of

common species should be mainly related to environ-

mental factors, as it is unlikely that dispersal limitation

plays an important role in this context. Second, exclu-

sive species should be more related to spatial than to

environmental variables, as these species were not

found in all regions.
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Methods

Study area

The data used in this study were obtained between April

2002 and February 2003 from 89 stream sites in Central

Amazonia. We sampled black-water streams (i.e. streams

with dark water caused by humic and fulvic acids

leaching from decomposing leaves) in areas that are not

seasonally flooded (called ‘terra firme’ forests in the

Amazonian literature). In general, streams in Central

Amazonia are characterised by nutrient-poor, acid waters,

and low daily and annual variation in water temperature,

with annual and daily means close to 25 �C (Sioli, 1984).

We sampled immature caddisflies at 89 sites distributed

in three regions (Fig. 1). The first region included 39 sites

in the Ducke Reserve (hereafter DR; 02�57¢S; 59�55¢W), a

10 · 10 km area on the edge of the city of Manaus. The

second region is maintained by the Biological Dynamics of

Forest Fragments Project (hereafter BD) located about

70 km north of Manaus (02�26¢S; 59�46¢W). The BD

comprises areas of old-growth and regrowth forests, as

well as pastures. We obtained samples from 20 streams in

the BD region. The third region was the municipality of

Presidente Figueiredo (hereafter PF), located about

120 km north of Manaus (02�01¢S; 60�01¢W), where we

sampled 30 streams. The spatial extents (the geographical

distance between the sites farthest from each other) within

each region were about 10 km at DR, 40 km at BD and

100 km at the PF regions (Fig. 1).

Most streams in DR and BD have sandy bottoms, while

those in PF have bedrock and stones (boulders, cobbles,

pebbles and gravel) in addition to sand. Streams in PF have

fast-flowing waters and many waterfalls, located on an

ancient Tertiary plateau that is responsible for the sloped

relief in relation to the more geologically recent, low-

elevation Quaternary formations underlying BD and DR.

Sampling

We defined three sample units of 2.25 m2 at least 5 m apart

within a stream reach of 50 m and sampled all substrata

available in each of the three sample units, using a D-net

(mesh size of 250 lm). In some cases, where the main

substratum was composed of bedrock, we used a Surber

sampler with the same mesh size. Caddisflies attached to

bedrock and stones were removed using tweezers and

spatulas. Samples were stored in plastic bags and fixed in

96% ethyl alcohol. In the laboratory, the caddisflies were

sorted under a stereomicroscope and assigned to morpho-

species or, when possible, to species.

Physical and chemical variables were also measured at

each site. Water temperature was measured using a hand-

held thermometer. Electrical conductivity and pH were

measured with a portable conductivity and pH meter,

respectively. Water velocity (V; cm sec)1) was estimated

using the method described by Craig (1987). Stream

discharge (D) was estimated as D = W · D · V, where W

is stream width (m) and D is stream depth (m). The

proportion of each substratum type [woody debris, leaves,

roots, sand, macrophytes, stones (cobbles, pebbles and

gravel) and bedrock] was estimated visually, following

the method described by McCreadie & Colbo (1991).

Fig. 1 Map of Brazil and geographical locations of sampling sites. Ducke Reserve (DR – +), Presidente Figueiredo (PF – d) and the reserves of

the Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project (BD – m). Each right-hand panel shows the sampling sites in each region in detail.
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Data analysis

To test whether environmental heterogeneity differed

between regions, we used analysis of homogeneity of

multivariate dispersions (hereafter PERMDISP). PERM-

DISP is a multivariate analogue of Levene’s test for

homogeneity of variances, and the statistic (average

distance of group members to the group centroid) is

tested by permutation (Anderson, 2006). In addition, we

tested whether environmental characteristics differed

between regions, using a nonparametric multivariate

analysis of variance (npMANOVA; Anderson, 2001). Envi-

ronmental data (except pH) were log-transformed before

analysis. Data in percentages were transformed to arcsine

square root. Afterwards, we standardised all variables to

mean zero and unit variance. Euclidean distances based

on standardised environmental data were used in the

PERMDISP and npMANOVA.

Using the log(x + 1) abundance data, we calculated the

Bray–Curtis index to represent dissimilarity in species

composition among streams. When using assemblage

dissimilarities, the average distance to the group centroid

(i.e. multivariate dispersion) is a measure of overall

species turnover, or beta-diversity in the region (Ander-

son, Ellingsen & McArdle, 2006). Therefore, we used the

PERMDISP to evaluate whether beta-diversity differed

between the regions (i.e. differences in multivariate

dispersions). Tukey’s test was used for pairwise compar-

isons between regions. We also used npMANOVA to test

whether species composition differed between regions.

Although in-stream dispersal through larval drift and

upstream adult flight are well recognised for caddisflies

(e.g. Petersen et al., 2004), they also disperse overland in

the adult stages. Indeed, we have shown elsewhere

(Landeiro et al., 2011) that for Trichoptera, there is no

difference between overland and watercourse distance

(actually, overland distance performed slightly better).

Thus, a matrix of Euclidean (overland) distances between

sample sites is likely to provide adequate descriptors of

dispersal routes and spatial patterns (Landeiro et al.,

2011). We analysed the data using the raw-data approach

(Legendre et al., 2005), through a partial redundancy

analysis (pRDA) to evaluate the relative contributions

of environmental and spatial variables to assemblage

patterns. The spatial variables used in the pRDA were

obtained by means of an eigenfunction analysis using

principal coordinates of neighbour matrices (PCNM;

Borcard & Legendre, 2002). The PCNM approach uses

a truncated matrix of geographical distances in a prin-

cipal coordinates analysis to generate the spatial vari-

ables that represent spatial patterns ranging from broad

(low-order PCNMs) to fine scales (high-order PCNMs).

After the creation of the spatial variables, we ran

separate RDA models for environmental and spatial

variables and evaluated the significance of these models.

In the cases where the full model was statistically

significant (as indicated by 9999 Monte Carlo permuta-

tions), we used a forward selection procedure (Blanchet,

Legendre & Borcard, 2008a) to retain only the spatial and

environmental variables most related to caddisfly assem-

blages to be used in the pRDA. By using pRDA, we

obtained the components of variance explained exclu-

sively by the environmental variables [a], by the envi-

ronmental variables that are spatially structured [b],

uniquely by the spatial variables [c] and the unexplained

variance [d]. We ran the pRDA and variance partitioning

for data from all regions combined and separately for

each region. Values of variance partitioning reported for

pRDA are adjusted R2 (Peres-Neto et al., 2006). The

inclusion or exclusion of rare species in multivariate

analyses is often debatable (e.g. Cao, Larsen & Thorne,

2001); therefore, we analysed the data removing species

that occurred in one to ten streams to evaluate the

stability of our results.

We reran all partial redundancy models after dividing

the response matrix into matrices containing the species

present in the three areas (common species) and the

species present exclusively in a given area (exclusive

species). All analyses were conducted using the vegan

(Oksanen et al., 2011) and packfor (Dray, Legendre &

Blanchet, 2009) libraries available for the R environment

for statistical computing (R Development Core Team,

2011).

Results

We collected a total of 98 morphospecies, 69 from DR, 85

from PF and 69 from BD. The average number of species

per stream was 22.5, ranging from 2 to 39. On average, DR

streams had more species per stream than PF and BD

streams (Table 1). The number of exclusive species was

highest in PF (18) and much lower in DR (8) and BD (4).

Fifty-one species occurred in all three areas.

Environmental and biological differences between the

regions

Assemblage composition and environmental characteris-

tics differed between regions (npMANOVA; F2,86 = 8.07,

F2,86 = 29.82, respectively, P < 0.001). Environmental char-

acteristics (Fig. 2a,b) also differed between regions

(PERMDISP, F2,86 = 8.30, P < 0.001), where PF was the
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region with the highest environmental variability (average

distance to centroid), followed by BD and DR (Table 1).

However, PF and BD did not differ significantly in their

environmental variability (Tukey’s post hoc tests; P = 0.91),

indicating that these regions are similarly heterogeneous,

while DR, the region with the lowest average distance to

group centroid (i.e. lowest environmental heterogeneity),

differed in environmental conditions from PF (P < 0.001)

and from BD (P < 0.013).

The average distance to the group centroid based on

assemblage dissimilarities (i.e. species turnover or beta-

diversity) also differed between regions (PERMDISP,

F2,86 = 14.73, P < 0.001, Fig. 2c). PF had the highest aver-

age distance to the group centroid, followed by BD and

DR (Table 1). PF differed significantly from BD and DR in

average distance to the group centroid (Tukey’s post hoc

test; P = 0.005; P < 0.001; respectively), but DR and BD

did not differ significantly.

Variation in assemblage composition

In accordance with the results provided by npMANOVA, the

principal coordinates analysis showed a clear pattern

differentiating caddisfly assemblage composition in PF

streams from the other regions (Fig. 2c). For the pooled

data set, the full environmental and the full spatial models

(i.e. including all variables) were significant. The forward

selection procedure retained 10 environmental variables

and eight spatial variables in the reduced models

(Table 2). At this large scale (the three regions together),

24.3% of the variance was explained by the predictor

variables. The exclusive fraction explained by the envi-

ronment [a] was 11% and the spatially structured envi-

ronmental variation [b] accounted for 9.5%. There was a

significant relationship with the spatial variables (fraction

c), but they accounted for only 3.8% of the variance in

assemblage composition. Caddisflies were sensitive to

substratum type, and the streams with large areas of

bedrock and macrophytes were distinct from other

streams in the same region. The DR and BD streams

differed in other environmental features (Fig. 2b), but

these differences were not important in predicting assem-

blage composition.

The full spatial model was not significant for data from

individual regions analysed separately (i.e. there were no

significant spatial patterns within regions). On the other

hand, the full environmental model was significant in all

regions. At DR, three environmental variables (discharge,

conductivity and percentage of stones) were retained in

the reduced model, which explained 16.6% of the

variance in assemblage data. At BD, two environmental

Table 1 Mean (±SD) distances to the group centroid in the analysis

of homogeneity of multivariate dispersions

DR BD PF

Spatial extent (decimal

degrees)

0.03 ± 0.01 0.10 ± 0.07 0.19 ± 0.17

Environmental dispersion 2.15 ± 0.86 2.96 ± 1.39 3.08 ± 0.91

Assemblage composition

dispersion (Beta-diversity)

0.45 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.07 0.56 ± 0.08

Mean number of species

per stream

24.6 ± 6.0 20.1 ± 7.1 21.6 ± 6.9

Last row shows the mean number of species per stream in each

region.

DR, Ducke Reserve; BD, Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments

Project; PF, Presidente Figueiredo County.
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Fig. 2 Principal coordinates analysis (PCoA), used in the PERMDISP

procedure, illustrating the differences in (a) environmental condi-

tions, (b) relationship of environmental variables and PCoA axes

shown in (a) and (c) assemblage composition. The assemblage com-

position observed in PF differed statistically from those of DR and

BD. The environmental dissimilarity matrix used in the PCoA was

calculated using the Euclidean distance on standardised environ-

mental data. The assemblage dissimilarity matrix used in the PCoA

was calculated on abundance data (x) transformed to log(x + 1).

Polygons delimit samples from the same sample region.
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variables (depth and temperature) were retained and

accounted for 14.3% of the variance in assemblage data.

At PF, stream depth, width, temperature and conductivity

were the variables retained, accounting for 14.6% of the

variance. The variance explained exclusively by the

environment was higher within regions (DR = 16.6%,

BD = 14.3%, PF = 14.6) than for pooled data (11%).

However, the fraction [a + b] (environment [a] plus

spatially structured environment [b]) was higher for the

pooled data (Table 2).

The removal of rare species did not greatly affect the

overall results (Table S1). Our results are in agreement

with other studies (e.g. Siqueira et al., 2012) discussing the

effect of rare species in metacommunity analyses. We

found that results based on common and exclusive species

were similar to those presented above, in which there was

a prevalence of environmental signals and an absence of

significant spatial patterns (Table 3).

Discussion

The three regions differed in environmental characteris-

tics, but the caddisfly assemblage was different only in PF.

Both beta-diversity (assemblage composition dispersion)

and environmental heterogeneity increased with spatial

extent. Thus, as predicted by Anderson (2006), there was a

positive association between biological and environmen-

tal variability. This association was mediated by spatial

extent, because the relative importance of abiotic factors

changes across spatial scales (Jackson, Peres-Neto &

Olden, 2001). However, assemblage structure was not

better explained by environmental and spatial variables in

Table 2 Variation partitioning results based on partial redundancy analysis (RDA) analysis

Dataset

Full model

significance Variables retained for the pRDA Fractions

P env P spat Spatial Environmental [a] [b] [c]

All 0.001 0.001 1, 2, 6,

9, 3, 18,

7, 24

Width, sand, depth, litter, temperature,

pH, stone, conductivity, macrophytes,

bedrock

0.11* 0.095 0.038*

DR 0.001 0.34 – Discharge, conductivity, stone 0.166* – –

BD 0.008 0.1 – Depth, temperature 0.143* – –

PF 0.001 0.56 – Width, depth, temperature, conductivity 0.146* – –

The final pRDA model includes variables retained with the forward selection procedure. Numbers for spatial variables indicate their order,

where lower orders represent broad-scale patterns. P spat and P env give the significance for the full spatial and full environmental models (i.e.

using all variables available). The spatial and environmental variables are shown in the order in which they were retained in the forward

selection procedure. [a], environmental fraction; [b], shared fraction; [c], spatial fraction. The significance values for the environmental and

spatial fractions are given. The full spatial models for DR, BD and PF are not significant, and therefore, forward selection was not performed.

DR, Ducke Reserve; BD, Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project; PF, Presidente Figueiredo County.

*P < 0.001; –, Full model not significant.

Table 3 Variation partitioning analysis of species tables, divided into exclusive species and species common to all regions

Dataset Region

Full model

significance Variables retained for the pRDA Fractions

P env P spat Spatial Environmental [a] [b] [c]

Exclusive species DR 0.040 0.235 – Width, conductivity 0.227* – –

BD 0.161 0.362 – – – –

PF 0.231 0.626 – – – –

Common Species DR 0.001 0.370 – Discharge, conductivity 0.160* – –

BD 0.031 0.198 – Depth, temperature 0.178* – –

PF 0.002 0.511 – Depth, width, sand 0.160* – –

Results based on partial redundancy analysis (RDA) analysis. The final pRDA model includes variables retained with the forward selection

procedure. P spat and P env give the significance for the full spatial and full environmental models (i.e. using all variables available). The spatial

and environmental variables are shown in the order in which they were retained in the forward selection procedure. [a], environmental fraction;

[b], shared fraction; [c], spatial fraction. The significance values for the environmental and spatial fractions are given.

DR, Ducke Reserve; BD, Biological Dynamics of Forest Fragments Project; PF, Presidente Figueiredo County.

*p < 0.001; –, Full model not significant.
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PF, the region with the largest spatial extent and greatest

environmental heterogeneity.

Taken as a whole, our results indicate that species

sorting appears to predominate over dispersal limitation

in determining community composition. For all regions,

assemblage structure was better explained by environ-

mental descriptors than by spatial variables. When the

analyses were conducted after taking species distributions

into account (i.e. sets of common and exclusive species),

the results were similar to those for the whole assemblage.

At the scales we studied, therefore, it appears that

caddisfly species are more dependent on species sorting

factors (i.e. relationship between the environmental gra-

dients and species composition) than on dispersal pro-

cesses. Similar results have been obtained for other

freshwater organisms, such as macroinvertebrates (My-

krä, Heino & Muotka, 2007), snails (Hoverman et al., 2011)

and bacterial community composition (Van der Gucht

et al., 2007), as well as for terrestrial organisms such as

plants (Tuomisto, Ruokolainen & Yli-Halla, 2003; Gilbert

& Lechowicz, 2004; Ruokolainen et al., 2007), highlighting

the ‘power of species sorting’ mechanisms (Leibold et al.,

2004; Van der Gucht et al., 2007). Our results were also

consistent with the prediction that ‘common’ species

should be mainly related to environmental gradients.

However, we did not find a predominance of spatial

factors structuring assemblages of ‘exclusive’ species.

Actually, in one case (DR region), even for ‘exclusive

species’, which according to our initial prediction should

be more related to spatial variables, we detected a

significant environmental effect.

Geomorphological and hydrological features may

account for the differences in assemblage composition

between regions in our study. For instance, most streams

in the PF region contain bedrock and free stones as the

main substrata, whereas most BD and DR streams have

sandy bottoms. Stream substratum has been recognised as

an important factor controlling the distribution of caddis-

flies in other regions (Wiggins, 1996; Urbanic, Toman &

Krusnik, 2005), as well as other aquatic insects (Buss et al.,

2004; Hepp, Landeiro & Melo, 2012; Siqueira et al., 2012).

In our study, the spatial patterning observed in the

analysis using all data may be due to the lack of

environmental variables describing regional patterns.

Conversely, given that the principal coordinates of

neighbour matrices (PCNMs) retained in the pRDA model

were those that represent broad spatial scales (first-order

PCNMs; Borcard & Legendre, 2002), one could infer that,

at this scale, dispersal becomes a limitation for caddisflies.

The dispersal modes of caddisflies are dependent on

their life-cycle stage. Larval stages disperse by drifting

downstream, mainly during spate events where the dis-

persal distance is dependent on spate intensity. Adults are

known to disperse upstream and to other streams by lateral

flight (Collier & Smith, 1998). We expected to observe

spatial patterns caused by dispersal limitation at least in the

PF area, because of its large spatial extent. However, such

spatial patterns were not detected. Probably, the lack of

spatial effects in the PF region is related to the hydrological

characteristics of that area: here streams are wider, with

more rapids and higher water velocity, factors that increase

the intensity of disturbances during spates. Spates might

carry organisms for long distances and obscure the

relationship between niche factors and dispersal abilities.

At DR and BD, the streams are smaller and streams

overflow laterally during spates, rather than rushing

downstream (Pazin et al., 2006; Espı́rito-Santo et al., 2009).

A number of factors could account for the differentiated

fauna found in PF sites. For instance, streams sampled in

PF are wider and have less canopy cover than the other

two regions, allowing high light availability and algal

proliferation (Vannote et al., 1980). Accordingly, most

species found in PF feed on algae, including six species

of the family Hydroptilidae and three species in the genus

Smicridea [Hydropsychidae] (Pes, Hamada & Soares, 2008)

that were found only in PF streams. Atopsyche sp.

[Hydrobiosidae] and Synoestropsis sp. [Hydropsychidae],

also found only in PF, are generally associated with

bedrock substrata of wider streams in Central Amazonia.

We used only environmental variables describing the

variation at local scale (stream reaches), and inclusion of

regional variables could improve understanding of species

distributions and increase the percentage of variance

explained (Roque et al., 2010). Galbraith, Vaughn & Meier

(2008) found that 22.4 and 24.2% of the explained variance

in caddisfly species distributions in Oklahoma and Arkan-

sas streams was accounted for exclusively by regional

environmental variables and by regional spatially struc-

tured variables (shared component), respectively.

However, the spatial variables generated with PCNM are

expected to form clumps similar to those formed by regional

environmental variables. The lack of a spatial component

observed within regions indicates that the inclusion of

regional environmental variables would probably not help

to explain caddisfly species distributions within regions.

Spatial effects were not observed even in PF, the area

with the greatest spatial extent. This was unexpected,

mainly for exclusive species. The strength of association

between geographical distance and assemblage composi-

tion depends on grain size and on spatial extent. In

general, large spatial extents should produce stronger

relationships between assemblage composition and
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geographical distance (Nekola & White, 1999). Brown &

Swan (2010) and Heino et al. (2012), in studies carried out

at a similar spatial extent (c. 100 km), observed low spatial

effects and attributed their findings to the possibility that

the study regions were too small to detect the strong

dispersal limitation. However, Thompson & Townsend

(2006) and Maloney & Munguia (2011) also analysed data

on macroinvertebrates at a similar spatial extent and

found greater spatial effects. In Finland, on the other

hand, Astorga et al. (2012) found that freshwater organ-

isms are more controlled by environmental factors than by

limited dispersal over distances up to 1100 km, even

though species with low dispersal abilities were more

related to spatial distance. A possible reason for these

contrasting results is the differences in the dispersal

ability of the fauna sampled in each region where these

studies were conducted (i.e. regions dominated by good

dispersers are expected to have low spatial signatures).

Finally, another possible explanation is that these studies

focused on the entire community rather than on a small

subset of the freshwater community (e.g. subsets of

species with similar dispersal abilities; Brown et al., 2011).

Caveats and perspectives

Two limitations of our study need to be discussed. Firstly

and most importantly, we are aware that our approach to

address the issue of teasing apart species sorting from

dispersal limitation has some shortcomings. For instance,

the presumption that common species can be equated to

species with high dispersal capabilities or, conversely,

that exclusive species are unequivocally poor dispersers is

not easily defensible. The use of molecular data for some

species belonging to the metacommunity of interest

would certainly be the best option to explore the

relationship between local conditions and dispersal lim-

itation in determining local community structure. With

these data at hand, one could follow different strategies.

One possibility, for example, would consist of using

molecular data to calculate the distance matrix entering

PCNM or using the distance matrix directly if one uses a

distance-based approach (Tuomisto & Ruokolainen, 2006).

We are of the opinion that this strategy would represent

space (the connectivity among the local communities) in a

much more reliable way. Second, we did not measure a

number of variables that potentially could help explain

variation in caddisfly community structure, such as algal

biomass (e.g. Wellnitz & Leroy-Poff, 2006), frequency of

disturbances (Matthaei, Arbuckle & Townsend, 2000;

Melo et al., 2003), stream geomorphology (Olsen et al.,

2001) and abundance of predators (Wissinger et al., 2006).

However, we emphasise that the environmental predic-

tors we used (water current, discharge, pH, temperature,

stream depth and width, and percentage of substrate

type) are frequently reported as being of paramount

importance in shaping caddisfly community structure

(Beisel et al., 1998; Costa & Melo, 2008). Also, the lack of

strong spatial patterning in the communities suggests that

the common criticism of metacommunity studies that

spatial patterning was a result of some unmeasured and

spatially autocorrelated local variable (see Peres-Neto &

Legendre, 2010) cannot be levelled here. Even if a large

and significant fraction [c] were found, we could use the

recent protocol developed by Diniz-Filho et al. (2012),

which aims to evaluate whether this fraction can be

attributed to a spatial process or to environmental factors

that are missing from the analysis.

Before a particular taxon can be used as an environ-

mental indicator, it is important to evaluate the effects of

spatial scale and environmental heterogeneity on differ-

ences between assemblages. The movement of aquatic

insects via different dispersal routes has received consid-

erable attention (Collier & Smith, 1998; Bilton et al., 2001).

Downstream drift, upstream flight and between-stream

migrations through lateral migrations (Miller, Blinn &

Keim, 2002) increase the genetic homogeneity and simi-

larity of species compositions among streams and stream

reaches (i.e. decrease beta-diversity). In the absence of

environmental effects, the dispersal ability of species is a

major control of turnover. Our results show that commu-

nity composition was related to spatial processes when all

sites are analysed jointly. However, when we analysed the

data from each region separately, community composition

was unrelated to spatial processes (even in PF, which has

a spatial extent of more than 110 km, similar to the longest

distance of the pooled data). Even when there were

significant effects of spatial variables, environmental

properties explained much more variation than did the

spatial variables. In temperate regions, caddisflies are

considered to be useful indicators for biomonitoring,

because of their sensitivity to aquatic conditions (Rosen-

berg & Resh, 1993). In view of the higher environmental

control (i.e. species sorting) observed, our results support

the use of caddisflies as an indicator of water quality and

environmental conditions, even in megadiverse tropical

regions such as the Amazon.
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